Order of Exercises

Invocation
Matilda Rose Cantwell, M.S.W. ’96
Director of Religious & Spiritual Life and College Chaplain

Welcome Remarks
Kathleen McCartney
President of Smith College

Expression of Student Gratitude
Esther Rose Mejia ’21
Student Government Association President

Prizes to Degree Candidates
Baishakhi Taylor
Dean of the College and Vice President for Campus Life

Honors
Michael Thurston
Provost and Dean of the Faculty

Planting of the Ivy
President McCartney
Jane Yuanyuan Casey-Fleener ’21
Senior Class President and Class of 2021 Alumnae Class President

Closing Remarks
Denise Wingate Materre ’74
Vice President for Alumnae Relations

Conclusion
**Prize Awards**

**Africana Studies**
The Elizabeth Killian Roberts Prize for the best drawing by an undergraduate to Anna Levine ‘22 and Betty Wang ‘23

**Alumnae Association**
The Enid Silver Winslow ’54 Prize in Art History for the best student paper written in an art history course taught at Smith to Zoe Rayner ‘22, with Honorable Mention for Isabel Maria Ruiz ‘21 and Catherine Juliane Sensenig ‘21

**Museum of Art**
The Tryon Prize for Art to a Smith student for installation, performance, video, sound, digital, internet and interactive art of a high level of artistic expression and presentation to Lucy XiaoChuan Liu ’21, Yingke Wang ’23 and Liliana Wollheim-Martinez ’23

**American Studies**
The Tryon Prize for Writing to a Smith student for outstanding work in any written form that examines art or ideas associated with the museum to Alyssa Schame ‘22

**Anthropology**
The Tryon Prize for the best paper, course work or other contribution to an anthropological subject to Faith Kathryn de Castro ’21 and Madeline Augusta Turner ’21

**Art**
The Sarah Winter Pokora Prize to a senior who has excelled in athletics and academics to Daylin Elizabeth Gillentine ’21 and Katarina Feng Yuan ’21

**Biochemistry**
The Excellence in Biochemistry Prize for a senior biochemistry major who has demonstrated excellence in biochemistry coursework and research with a high potential for advanced study in biochemistry to Sofia Grace Baptista ’21 and Sarah Rose Billings ’21

**Biological Sciences**
The Amey Randall Brown Prize in Botany to Quinton Oliver Coluzzi ’21, Clara Rojan Pietrow ’22, Mary Roisin McGing ’21 and Jenna Southerland ’23

**Chemistry**
The American Institute of Chemists/Newman Association Prize to a junior chemistry major who has excelled in analytical chemistry to Christine Park ’22

**Pilot Women in Science**
The Excellence in Inorganic Chemistry Award in Organic Chemistry to a student for outstanding work in any written form that examines art or ideas associated with the museum to Alyssa Schame ‘22

**Physics**
The Tryon Prize for Writing to a Smith student for installation, performance, video, sound, digital, internet and interactive art of a high level of artistic expression and presentation to Lucy XiaoChuan Liu ’21, Yingke Wang ’23 and Liliana Wollheim-Martinez ’23

**Astronomy**
The Astronomy Department Prize for Excellence in Astronomy and Astrophysics for honors theses, special studies projects, outreach or other educational projects, STRIDE/AEMES projects, especially if they lead to continued involvement in the department, or exceptional performance in classes without any of the above to Iver Sadie Jane Warburton ’21

**Chemistry**
The American Chemical Society Division of Organic Chemistry Award in Organic Chemistry to Mac Lan Pryor ’21 and Marva Tarig ’21

**Chemistry and Culture**
The American Chemical Society Analytical Chemistry Award to a junior chemistry major who has excelled in analytical chemistry to Christine Park ’22

**Chemistry**
The Connecticut Valley Section of the American Chemical Society Award to a senior who has done outstanding work in chemistry, biochemistry or chemical engineering in the graduating class to Ying Tong Yue ’21

**Chemistry**
The American Chemical Society Undergraduate Award in Physical Chemistry for outstanding achievement by an undergraduate student in physical chemistry and to encourage further pursuits in the field to Aysha Afzal ’21

**Chemistry**
The American Institute of Chemists/New England Division Prize to an outstanding chemist, biochemist or chemical engineer in the graduating class to Ying Tong Yue ’21

**Astronomy**
The Tryon Prize for Writing to a Smith student for installation, performance, video, sound, digital, internet and interactive art of a high level of artistic expression and presentation to Lucy XiaoChuan Liu ’21, Yingke Wang ’23 and Liliana Wollheim-Martinez ’23

**Chemistry**
The American Institute of Chemists/Newman Association Prize to a junior chemistry major who has excelled in analytical chemistry to Christine Park ’22

**Chemistry**
The Connecticut Valley Section of the American Chemical Society Award to a student for outstanding work in chemistry, biochemistry or chemical engineering to Betemaria Sharew ’21 and Arianna Rath ‘Tidball’ ’21

**Chemistry**
The Hellman Award in Biochemistry for outstanding achievement in the second semester of biochemistry to Rachel Pietrow ’22

**Chemistry**
The C. Pauline Burt Prize to a senior majoring in chemistry or biochemistry who has shown high potential for further study in science to Aysha Afzal ’21, Claire Jeun Park ’21, Urvi Savant ’21 and Jingwen Yuan ’21

**Chemistry**
The American Chemical Society Analytical Chemistry Award to a junior chemistry major who has excelled in analytical chemistry to Christine Park ’22

**Chemistry**
The Connecticut Valley Section of the American Chemical Society Award to a student for outstanding work in chemistry, biochemistry or chemical engineering to Betemaria Sharew ’21 and Arianna Rath ‘Tidball’ ’21

**Chemistry**
The Hellman Award in Biochemistry for outstanding achievement in the second semester of biochemistry to Rachel Pietrow ’22

**Chemistry**
The C. Pauline Burt Prize to a senior majoring in chemistry or biochemistry who has shown high potential for further study in science to Aysha Afzal ’21, Claire Jeun Park ’21, Urvi Savant ’21 and Jingwen Yuan ’21
The Rosenfeld Award in Organic Chemistry for excellence in the first semester of organic chemistry to Arshiyah Alam Laaj ’23 and Quinn White ’23

The Hause-Scheffer Memorial Prize to a senior majoring in chemistry with the best record in that subject to Marva Tariq ’21

Classics
The Alice Hubbard Derby Prize to a member of the junior or senior class for excellence in translation of Greek at sight to Faith Julianna Marie Wykle ’21; and for excellence in the study of Greek literature in the year in which the award is made to Faith Julianna Marie Wykle ’21

The George E. Dimock Prize for the best essay on a classical subject to Annie Aurora Dobroth ’21 and Alyssa Schams ’22

The John Everett Brady Prize for excellence in translation of Latin at sight to Hannah Rose Morris ’21; and for the best performance in the beginning Latin course to Selin Apaydin ’24 and Anna Tierney-Fife ’23

The Julia Harwood Caverno Prize for the best performance in the beginning Greek course to Tara Gadoury AC and Romy Negrin ’24

Computer Science
The Bert Mendelson Prize for excellence in the computer science major to a senior to Ali Roshan Eshghi ’21, Mayeline Maria Peña Cabrera ’21 and Ester Zhao ’21; and for excellence in computer science to a sophomore to Kathleen Hablutzel ’23 and Mariem Snoussi ’23

Dance
The Award for Excellence in Dance Studies for outstanding work in a senior capstone project and overall contributions to the department to Mayeline Maria Peña Cabrera ’21 and Yulia Marie Preis ’21

Office of the Dean of the College
The Arthur Ellis Hamm Prize awarded on the College Office of the Dean of the Cabrera ’21 and Talia Marie Preis ’21 project and overall contributions to the field to Ali Roshan Eshghi ’21, Mayeline Maria Peña Cabrera ’21 and Ester Zhao ’21; and for the best performance in the beginning Greek course to Tara Gadoury AC and Romy Negrin ’24

The David C. Burres Memorial Law Prize to a senior or an alumna accepted at law school intending to practice law in the public interest to Etyy Singer AC ’21

The Juliet Evans Nelson Award for graduating seniors for their contributions to the Smith community and demonstrated commitment to campus life to Molly St. Clair Aber ’21, Cowiya Arouna ’21 and Sarah Jane Stapleton ’21

The Samuel Michelman Prize to a senior from Northampton or Hatfield with a distinguished academic record and who has contributed to the life of the college to Madison Bates ’21, Lisa Louise Glownicz ’21 and Amalyah E. Leader ’21

The Victoria L. Schrager Prize to a senior who has maintained a distinguished academic record and has also taken an important part in student activities to Abigail Camille Butera ’21 and Ruby Treinen Lowery ’21

East Asian Languages and Literatures
The Eun Chih Hong ’36 Prize to a senior major or minor in East Asian Languages and Literatures with special consideration given to those who have demonstrated leadership and high academic achievement and seek to pursue a career in education and/or service to immigrant and needy communities to Quinn Lovely Bulkeley ’21, Bella Tseeva ’21 and Kerry Linda Walker ’21

Program in East Asian Studies
The Mary Maples Dunn Prize, awarded for an essay written in a regular course in the Program in East Asian Studies to Yixuan Doris Tang ’21 and Becca K Theune ’22

Economics
The Samuel Bowles Prize for the best thesis on an economics subject to Harriet Margaret Brookes-Gray ’21 and Sara Ahsan Khan ’21

The Sidney S. Cohen Prize for outstanding work in the field of economics to Imane Berrada ’21, Harriet M Brookes-Gray ’21, Deirdre Austin Duquette ’21, Fanghui He ’21, Sara Ahsan Khan ’21, Nashshaba Nawaz ’21, Udeesha Sharma ’21 and Shengqi Zhong ’21

Education and Child Study
The Prize for Distinction in Education and Child Study for a paper, research project or other meaningful contribution to the field of education and child study to Emma Seng ’21

Engineering Program
The Adeline Devor Penberthy, Class of 1945, Memorial Prize to an undergraduate engineering major for academic excellence in engineering and outstanding contributions to building a community of learners within the Picker Engineering Program to Karena J. Garcia ’21

The Ford Motor Company Prize for Sustainability to a student who has distinguished herself for her work in support of a sustainable environment to Ruth Penberthy ’21 and Jiwoo Seo ’21

The Nancy Herrman Prize for the Smith engineering student who has made extraordinary contributions to the advancement of women in engineering to Christian America Madrigal ’21 and Sylvie Ling Pryor ’21

English
The Anne Bradstreet Prize from the Academy of American Poets for the best poem or group of poems submitted by an undergraduate to Gael Julia Bemis ’21

The Clara French Prize to a senior who has advanced furthest in the study of English language and literature to Emma Julie McDonough ’21, Finn McNeil Murray ’21, Maeve Elizabeth Orlowski-Scherer ’21, Emma Paradies ’21 and Katarina Feng Yuan ’21

The Eleanor Cederstrom Prize for the best poem by an undergraduate written in the traditional verse form to Emma Jane Fuchs ’21

The Elizabeth Babcock Poetry Prize for the best group of poems to Adrie Rose AC and Madeline Augusta Turner ’21

The Elizabeth Drew Prize for the best honors thesis to Clare Elspeth Sabry ’21; for the best fiction writing to Olivia Davis ’22, Jane MacLaughlin ’24 and Becca Theune ’22; for the best classroom essay to Kelly Coons ’22 and Hyla Maddalena ’21, with Honorable Mention to Maggie McCoy ’22 and Bena Williams ’22; and for the best first-year student essay on a literary subject to Emma Civello ’24

Education and Child Study
The Elizabeth Wanning Harries Prize to a senior who has maintained a distinguished academic record and has also taken an important part in student activities to Emma Civello ’24 and Katarina Feng Yuan ’21

The Anne Bradstreet Prize from the Academy of American Poets for the best poem or group of poems submitted by an undergraduate to Gael Julia Bemis ’21

The Clara French Prize to a senior who has advanced furthest in the study of English language and literature to Emma Julie McDonough ’21, Finn McNeil Murray ’21, Maeve Elizabeth Orlowski-Scherer ’21, Emma Paradies ’21 and Katarina Feng Yuan ’21

The Eleanor Cederstrom Prize for the best poem by an undergraduate written in the traditional verse form to Emma Jane Fuchs ’21

The Elizabeth Babcock Poetry Prize for the best group of poems to Adrie Rose AC and Madeline Augusta Turner ’21

The Elizabeth Drew Prize for the best honors thesis to Clare Elspeth Sabry ’21; for the best fiction writing to Olivia Davis ’22, Jane MacLaughlin ’24 and Becca Theune ’22; for the best classroom essay to Kelly Coons ’22 and Hyla Maddalena ’21, with Honorable Mention to Maggie McCoy ’22 and Bena Williams ’22; and for the best first-year student essay on a literary subject to Emma Civello ’24

The Elizabeth Montagu Prize for the best essay on a literary subject concerning women to Helen Beaumne ’23 and Raina Okonogi-Neth ’23

The Elizabeth Winning Harries Prize to a graduating Ada Comstock Scholar for academic distinction and demonstrated commitment to the study of literature in any language to Ji-Eun Alice Ahn AC ’21 and Jane Rose Hazanov AC ’21

The Emogene Mahoney Memorial Prize for the best essay on a literary subject written by a first-year student and the best honors thesis submitted to the Department of English Language and Literature to Emma Civello ’24 and Katarina Feng Yuan ’21

The Ethel Olin Corbin Prize to an undergraduate for the best original poem or informal essay in English to Lucy Xiaochnuan Liu ’21, Paige Passantino AC, Adrie Rose AC and Julia Sullivan ’22

The Gertrude Posner Spencer Prize for excellence in writing fiction to Adrie Rose AC, Isabelle Stevens ’22 and Bena Williams ’22; and for excellence in writing nonfiction prose to Zoe K. Hardwick ’21,
Ayyabini Nkechiyere Owel ’21 and Sam Wentworth AC, with Honorable Mention to Raina Okonogi-Neth ’23

The James T. and Ellen M. Hatfield Memorial Prize for the best short story by a senior majoring in English to Olivia Blue Larson ’21

The Mary Augusta Jordan Prize to a senior for the most original piece of literary work in prose or verse to Ayyabini Nkechiyere Owel ’21 and Lucy Xiaochuan Liu ’21

The Norma M. Leas, Class of 1939, Memorial Prize to a graduating English major for excellence in written English to Caterina Pia Baffa ’21 and Jane Rose Hazanov ’21

The Rosemary Thomas Poetry Prize for the best group of poems to Gael Julia Bemis ’21 and Emma Jane Fuchs ’21

The Ruth Forbes Eliot Poetry Prize for the best poem submitted by a first-year student or sophomore to Livia Blum ’23, Paige Passantino AC and Ava Silverman ’24

The Vernon Harward Prize to the best student scholar of Chaucer to Therese Erickson ’22, Jane Rose Hazanov ’21 and Raina Okonogi-Neth ’23

Environmental Science and Policy Program

The Florence Augusta Merriam Bailey Prize for innovative and collaborative approaches to solving environmental and sustainability problems to Sydney A. Abraham ’21, Hannah Fisher Asofsky ’21, Madison Paige Biasin ’21, Ella Violet Huberman Carlson ’21, Hannah Rae Dillahunt ’21, Taylor Ditmar ’22, Avery C. Hammond ’21 and Storm Indigo Lewis ’21

Film and Media Studies

The Iris Prize is for the work of a graduating senior in film and media Studies that shows excellence in a thesis, paper or other major project that is the result of substantial research, innovative thinking and creativity to Hanae Rose Kurohara Sisk ’21

French Studies

The Césaire Prize for excellence in an essay or other project in French by a junior or a senior on campus to Deirdre Austin Duquette ’21

The Josephine Ott Prize to a junior participating in the Smith Programs Abroad in Paris or Geneva for her commitment to the French language and European civilization to Agustina M. Bozzano Rezano ’21, Anaís Ludmilla Main ’21, Sofia Nikolaidou ’21, Olivia Susan Sabini-Leite ’21 and Elsa Lillian Ingrid Schenck ’21

The Rousseau Prize for academic excellence awarded to a Smith student studying with the Smith Programs Abroad in Geneva to Elsa Lillian Ingrid Schenck ’21

The Ruth Alpern Leipziger Prize to an outstanding French major participating in the Smith Programs Abroad in Paris to Sarah Fayse Biskowitz ’21, Deirdre Austin Duquette ’21, Rachel Renee Estrera ’21 and Eleanor Burke Noble ’21

The Voltaire Prize to a first-year student or a sophomore for an essay or other project in French that shows originality and engagement with her subject to Anna Maffa ’23

Geosciences

The Marshall Schalk Prize in the Department of Geosciences for achievements in geological research to Amy Patricia Isabelle Hagen ’21

The Mineralogical Society of America Undergraduate Award for excellence in the field of mineralogy to Victoria Eileen Devlin McLoughlin ’21

German Studies

The Anita Luria Ascher Memorial Prize to a senior non-major who started German at Smith and has made exceptional progress to Annabel Shein ’21; and to a senior major who started German at Smith and has made exceptional progress to Xuan H. Truong ’21; and to a senior who knew some German when she came to Smith and has made exceptional progress to Nicole Alexandra Caba ’21

Government

The Dawes Prize for the best undergraduate work on political science to Molly St. Clair Caba ’21, Marcellina A. Przespolowska ’21 and Madalynne May Troilo ’21

History

The Hazel L. Edgerly Prize to a senior honors history student for distinguished work in that subject to Jeanne Cho ’21 and Madeline Grace Michels ’21

The Merle Curti Prize for the best piece of writing on any aspect of American civilization to Veronica Margaret Douglas ’21 and Mariana Luna Robledo ’21

The Thomas Conwin Mendenhall Prize for an essay evolving from any history course, excluding special studies, seminars and honors long papers to Fiona Wu ’22

The Vera Lee Brown Prize for excellence in history to a senior majoring in history in regular course to Gwéndolyn Marzia Ellis ’21 and Sarah Elizabeth Riley ’21

Italian Studies

The Anacleta C. Vezzetti Prize to a senior for the best piece of writing in Italian on any aspect of the culture of Italy to Lilian Rose McCarthy ’21 and Zoe Rayner AC

The Michele Cantarella Memorial “Dante Prize” to a Smith College senior for the best essay in Italian on any aspect of The Divine Comedy or Boccaccio’s The Decameron to Juliet Therese Jarrell ’21, Aileen Leela McClintock ’21 and Zoe Rayner AC

Jandon Center for Community Engagement

The Excellence in STEM Outreach Award to an outstanding senior Smith STEM Ambassador for their consistent, loyal dedication to educating and serving the greater Northampton and Pioneer Valley community to Maeve Willow McCurdy ’21 and Sophia Todd Hatcher Peters ’21

The Kathleen Bostwick Boyden Prize to a member of the Community Service Organizations demonstrating initiative in her volunteer contributions to the community to Julia Victoria Fondiller ’21

The Rita Wilkins Award to a senior who has volunteered all four years with a Community Service Organization community partner and who has demonstrated significant leadership and commitment to community service to Sarah Jane Stapleton ’21 and Lauren Rose-Kelly Tinglin ’21

Jewish Studies

The Sidney Balman Prize for outstanding work in the Jewish Studies Program to Sarah Fayse Biskowitz ’21

Landscapes Studies

The Susan Cohen ’62 and Paula Deitz ’59 Prize in Landscape Studies for excellence in a thesis, paper or project that examines the science, design or culture of the built environment to Rachel Clendenning ’22, Emma Irene Kremer Krasky ’21, Ruth Penberthy ’21 and Espy Bercuvitz Thomson ’21

Latin American and Latina/o Studies

The LALS Prize to a senior major for an outstanding paper or visual or performance art from any LALS or Latin American or Latina/o Studies class to Carla Esther Sarai Puentes Hernandez ’21

Mathematics and Statistics

The Ann Kirsten Pokora Prize to a senior with a distinguished academic record in mathematics to Daylin Elizabeth Gillentine ’21 and Jack Kendrick ’21

The Suzan Rose Benedict Prize to a junior for outstanding paper or visual or performance art from any LALS or Latin American or Latina/o Studies class to Carla Esther Sarai Puentes Hernandez ’21

Middle East Studies

The Middle East Studies Student Achievement Award to a graduating major in MES who has the highest GPA to Chloe-Rose Crouch ’22 and Aileen Leela McClintock ’21
Music
The Ernst Wallfisch Prize to a student of music for outstanding talent, commitment and diligence to Shannon Joy Lambert ’21.
The Heidi Fiore Prize to a senior student of singing to Fiona Jane Lillian Jicha ’21.
The Ida Deck Haigh Memorial Prize for distinguished achievement in piano to Yena Li ’21 and Ran Yan ’21.
The Judith Raskin Memorial Prize for the outstanding senior voice student to Lily A. Lothrop ’21.
The Margaret Collins Stoop Adesso Prize for the best new choral work composed by a Smith student to Natalie Maggs ’22.
The Sarah Hamilton Memorial Prize for the best essay on music to Shannon Joy Lambert ’21.
The Settie Lehman Fatman Prize for the best composition in music in small form to Kaitlin Marie Ciurleo ’21 and Shannon Joy Lambert ’21.

Neuroscience
The Neuroscience Service Award to a senior major on the basis of a submitted description of the activities of that student in neuroscience outreach or service to our community Fatou Kine Dieng ’21 and Melanie Regan ’21.

Philosophy
The Florence Corliss Lamont Prize for excellent work in philosophy to Isabella Pauline Brody-Calixto ’21 and Icarus S Tyree ’21.
The John S. Melcek Memorial Prize to a senior for outstanding work in philosophy to Sarah Elizabeth Adkins ’21 and Daylin Elizabeth Gillentine ’21.

Physics
The Adelaide Wilcox Bull Paganelli ’30 Prize awarded by the physics department to honor the contribution of Adelaide Paganelli ’30, to a senior majoring in physics for exceptional achievement and service to the department to Kaitlin Marie Ciurleo ’21, Susan D. McDougal ’21 and Quincy Webb ’21.
The Frank A. Waterman Prize to a senior for excellent work in physics to Kaitlin Marie Ciurleo ’21 and Iver Sudie Jane Warburton ’21.

Psychology
The William Sentman Taylor Prize for significant work in human values, a quest for truth, beauty and goodness in the arts and sciences to Veronica Jane Pickard ’21.

Religion
The Henry Lewis Foote Memorial Prize for excellence in course work in biblical courses to Caterina Pia Baffa ’21.
The James Gardner Buttrick Prize for the best essay in the field of religion and biblical literature to Naomi Brill ’22 and Phoebe Rendon-Nissenbaum ’22.
The Jochanan H.A. Wijnhoven Prize, awarded annually for the best essay on a subject in the area of Jewish Religious Thought written for a course in the Religion Department or the Program in Jewish Studies to Eliza Menzel ’23.

Russian, East European and Eurasian Studies
The Russian, East European and Eurasian Studies Prize in Scholarly Excellence to a graduating senior with a REEES major on the basis of GPA coupled with a demonstrated enthusiasm for extracurricular program activities and/or efforts for further study in Russian, East European and Eurasian Studies to Chelsea M. Perez ’21.

Sociology
The Arthur Shatuck Parsons Memorial Prize to the student with an outstanding paper in sociological theory or its application to Sam Krauss ’21 and Lauren V. Ramos ’21.
The Samuel Bowles Prize for the best paper on a sociological subject to Abigail Camille Butera ’21.

Program in South Asian Studies
S. Mona Ghosh Sinha Prize, for the best paper from any academic discipline, written by a Smith undergraduate on a subject concerning South Asia to Aurora Koren ’22 and Phoebe Rendon-Nissenbaum ’22.

Spanish and Portuguese
The Clarice Lispector Student Prize for Portuguese to a graduating Portuguese and Brazilian studies major or minor for the best senior essay or project in Portuguese and Brazilian studies to Thao Thi Khanh ’21.
The Gabriela Mistpector Student Prize for Spanish to a graduating SPN major for the best senior essay or project in Spanish to April Cayuga Hopcroft ’21.

Statistical and Data Sciences
The Statistical and Data Sciences Research Prize for the best senior research capstone or other project(s) supervised by the SDS or affiliated faculty to Audrey Margaret Berzin ’21.

Theatre
The Denis Johnston Playwriting Award for the best play or musical written by an undergraduate at any of the five colleges to Lyza Fennell AC and Abybaturi Nkechichere Owei ’21; and honorable mentions to Montgomery Quinlan ’22 (Mount Holyoke College), Daniel Rendon ’21 (Amherst College), Diana Rodriguez ’23, Isabelle Stevens ’22 and Nanfang Xu ’21 (Mount Holyoke College).
The Denton Snyder Acting Prize to a student who has demonstrated distinguished acting in the theatre to Darya Wren Gilbert ’21, Jenine F. Jacinto ’21 and Grace June Schweizer Lienhard ’21.
The Jill Cummins MacLean Prize to a drama major for outstanding dramatic achievement with a comic touch in writing, acting or dance to Darya Wren Gilbert ’21 and Grace June Schweizer Lienhard ’21.
The Marilyn Knapp Campbell Prize to the student excelling in stage management to Clarissa Po ’22 and Madison VanDeuren ’22.
The Peggy Clark Kelly Design Prize for a student demonstrating exceptional achievement in lighting, costume or set design to Haley Brown ’23, Anaíz Ludmilla Main ’21 and Reina Makimura ’23.
The Rina Singler Prize for outstanding achievement in technical theatre to Anaíz Ludmilla Main ’21.
The Samuel A. Eliot, Jr. and Julia Hefflin Award for distinguished directing in the theatre to Cate Boram Ha AC.
The Yvonne Sarah Bernhardt Buerger Prize to the students who have made the most notable contribution to the dramatic activities of the college to Darya Wren Gilbert ’21, Cate Boram Ha AC, Jenine F. Jacinto ’21, Reina Makimura ’23, Maren Scharf ’22 and Madison VanDeuren ’22.

Program for the Study of Women and Gender
The Jeanne McFarland Prize, awarded annually by the Program for the Study of Women and Gender and the Project on Women and Social Change for excellent work in the study of women and gender to Emily A. Ehrenspenger ’21, Isabel Corbett Fields ’21 and Ruoyu Zhang ’23.
The Meg Quigley Prize, awarded annually for the best work in SWG 150 Introduction to the Study of Women and Gender to Emma Frank ’24, Madison Kroher ’24, Moïse Mootashe ’23 and Charlotte Nim ’23.
The Schuster Van Dyne Prize in Queer Studies, awarded annually by the Program for the Study of Women and Gender for excellent work in queer studies to Sky Karp ’21 and Ruby Treinen Lowery ’21.
The Valeria Dean Burgess Stevens Prize, awarded annually by the Program for the Study of Women and Gender and the Project on Women and Social Change for excellent work in the study of women and gender to Hallie Anne Brown ’21 and Leela de Paula ’23.

World Literature
The Chinua Achebe Prize in World Literature to a graduating senior with the highest GPA in courses that count toward the comparative world literatures major to Kerry Linda Walker ’21.
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees with Departmental Honors

**Highest Honors**

Molly St. Clair Aber  
**Government**  
Our Great Curse: Negative Partisanship and Social Polarization in the United States  
*Thesis adviser: Howard Gold*

Auden Pendar Balouch  
**Engineering Science**  
Describing the Geometry of the Ear Canal From CT Scans  
*Thesis adviser: Susan Voss*

Audrey Margaret Bertin  
**Statistical and Data Sciences**  
Addressing the Scientific Reproducibility Crisis Through Educational Software Integration  
*Thesis advisers: Benjamin Strong Baumer and Albert Kim*

Harriet Margaret Brookes Gray  
**Quantitative Economics**  
The Impact of Weather Shocks on Employment Outcomes: Evidence From South Africa  
*Thesis advisers: Vis Taraz and Simon Halliday*

Hallie Anne Brown  
**Psychology**  
ACT iCoach for Undergraduates with Disordered Eating: Feasibility, Acceptability and Preliminary Outcomes  
*Thesis adviser: Caitlin Shepherd*

Quinn Lovely Bulkeley  
**East Asian Languages and Cultures**  
At the Intersection of Patriarchy and Empire: Mothers and Daughters in Salt and Document of Flames  
*Thesis adviser: Kimberly Kono*

Camille Harker Butterfield  
**Art: Studio**  
TimeTracks and TimeTrails  
*Thesis advisers: Alexis Callender and Reid Bertone-Johnson*

Quinton Oliver Celuzza  
**Biological Sciences**  
It Takes Two: Symbiont Contributions to the Sea Anemone (*Exaiptasia pallida*) Stress Response  
*Thesis adviser: Rachel Wright*

Jeanne Cho  
**History**  
*Thesis adviser: Marnie Anderson*

Adena Beth Collens  
**Biological Sciences**  
Life on a Shellfish: The Diversity and Community Dynamics of Epizooic Foraminifera  
*Thesis adviser: Laura A. Katz*

Jenna Lea Croteau  
**Cognitive Science**  
Food for Thought: An Investigation Into Sortals and Object Individuation With Preverbal Infants  
*Thesis adviser: Jill G. de Villiers*

Isabel Corbett Fields  
**Study of Women and Gender**  
The Gendered Healthcare Wealth Gap: Examining the Correlation Between Gender Bias in Healthcare, Chronic Pain and the Gender Wealth Gap  
*Thesis adviser: Carrie Baker*

Elora Celine Greiner  
**Neuroscience**  
*Glow with the Flow*: Visualizing Bioelectric Patterns and their Relationship to Axis Determination in *Danio rerio*  
*Thesis adviser: Michael Barresi*

Amy Patricia Isabelle Hagen  
**Geosciences**  
Evaluating Redox Conditions During the Cambrian SPICE Event, Western Newfoundland, Canada  
*Thesis adviser: Sara B. Pruss*

Juliet Therese Jarrell  
**Italian Studies**  
La medicina narrativa: Un confronto fra l’Italia e gli Stati Uniti  
*Thesis advisers: Anna Botta and Marco Piana*

Yuxin Lan  
**Physics**  
Finding Distances Between Quantal States in a Chaotic System  
*Thesis adviser: Gary Felder*

Sophie Milan Li  
**Computer Science**  
Attention-Based Handwritten Text Recognition With Spatial Transformer Networks  
*Thesis adviser: Nicholas Howe*

Lucy Xiaoquan Liu  
**Art: Studio**  
Of the Grassland with No Boundaries which No Fire Can Burn Down (exhibition)  
*Thesis advisers: Fraser Stables, A. Lee Burns and Barbara A. Kellum*

Ruby Treinen Lowery  
**History**  
Mining the Masquerade: Angela Calomiris, Queerness and the Cold War  
*Thesis adviser: Darcy Buerkle*

Clara Rojan Malekshahi  
**Biological Sciences**  
Discerning Demographics: Biodiversity of Testate Amoebae Based on Analyses of Single-Cell Transcriptomes  
*Thesis adviser: Laura A. Katz*

Lilian Rose McCarthy  
**Comparative World Literatures**  
Tentacular Thinking: Medusa in and of the Anthropocene  
*Thesis advisers: Anna Botta and Lily Gurton-Wachter*

Madeline Grace Michels  
**History**  
Historicizing Coming Out: A Cinematic Encounter Between National Heterosexuality and Gay Identity in East Germany  
*Thesis adviser: Darcy Buerkle*

Isabel Grace Montesanto  
**Logic**  
Bilattices and the Logic of Goal Modeling  
*Thesis advisers: Alicia Grubb and Jay L. Garfield*
Highest Honors (continued)

Janeth Mora-Martinez  
Biological Sciences  
Who Is in Charge? Exploring the Connection Between Connexin-Dependent Bioelectrics and Morphogen Signaling During Axis Determination in Zebrafish  
Thesis adviser: Michael Barresi

Marcelina A. Przespolewska  
Government  
Fall of the Blue Wall: A Statistical Analysis of the 2016 Presidential Election  
Thesis adviser: Howard Gold

Carla Esther Sarai Puentes Hernández  
Latin American Studies  
Social Mobilization and Pension Reform in Chile: The Coordinadora Nacional de Trabajadoras y Trabajadores No+AFP  
Thesis adviser: Velma García

Lydia Ysabel Quevedo  
Linguistics  
No Questions About It: Promising, Asking and Negating Answers to Wh-Questions  
Thesis adviser: Jill G. de Villiers

Giovanna Sylvia Sabini-Leite  
Biological Sciences  
Light and Nutrient Stress Elicit Different Responses in Clonal Anemone (Exaiptasia pallida) Lines  
Thesis adviser: Rachel Wright

Yixuan Doris Tang  
Art: History  
Depicting Concubines in Inner Quarters: The Portrayal of Marginalized Womanhood in Southern Song China  
Thesis advisers: Barbara A. Kellum and Suiane Wu

High Honors

Sakina Ali  
Computer Science  
Constructing Assembly Scaffolds for Viral Data in the Protein Data Bank  
Thesis adviser: Ileana Streinu

Camille Gallogly Bacon  
Africana Studies  
The Enduring Life of Black Art: Looming Expectations, Freestyle and Utopian Aesthetics  
Thesis advisers: Daphne Lamothe and Emma Imbrie Chubb

Sarah Faye Biskowitz  
Jewish Studies  
Modern Art and Yiddish Literature in Interwar Paris: Translating Wolf Wieviorka and Chil Aronson  
Thesis adviser: Justin Cammy

Abigail Camille Butera  
Sociology  
“You’re Exactly What I’d Expect from the Confesh”: Identity and Catharsis in a Digital Space of Localized Anonymity  
Thesis adviser: Timothy Recuber

Elizabeth Eileen Cronin  
English Language and Literature  
“We Shall Express Our Darker Purpose”: Curious Intimacy Between Audience and Antagonists in Shakespeare  
Thesis adviser: William A. Oram

Victoria Eileen Devlin McLoughlin  
Geosciences  
Elemental Tungsten Partitioning in the SE Greenland Archean Thrym Complex  
Thesis adviser: Sarah Mazza
Annie Aurora Dobroth
Biological Sciences
Machine Learning Approaches to Multi-Animal Behavioral Analysis
Thesis adviser: Annaliese Beery

Yacine Diama Fall
Biological Sciences
Engineering a Cancer Vaccine
Thesis adviser: Sarah J. Moore

Dayln Elizabeth Gillentine
Philosophy
Concerning Small Data: Body Mass Index as a Case Study of Normative Implications Embedded in Data
Thesis adviser: Jeffry Ramsey

Sky Karp
Study of Women and Gender
The Space in Between: Bridging Borderlands Identity and the Transgender Movement
Thesis adviser: Jennifer DeClue

Shannon Joy Lambert
Music
Cool Girl: an album of original songs
Thesis adviser: Katharine Soper

Juanchu Li
Government
Machiavelli’s Virtue
Thesis adviser: J. Patrick Coby

Hyla Maddalena
English Language and Literature
“A few good murders”: The Case of the Golden Age “Cozy” Mystery
Thesis adviser: Nancy Mason Bradbury

Morgan Corinne Peirce
Government
Environmental Inequality in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei Region of China
Thesis adviser: Gregory White

Lauren V. Ramos
Sociology
How to Remember a Plague: TV, Film and the Collective Memory of AIDS
Thesis adviser: Nancy Whittier

Jacqueline Richardson
American Studies
 McDonald’s: A Case Study in Corporate Responsibility in the Age of Black Lives Matter
Thesis adviser: Kevin Rozario

Clare Elspeth Sabry
English Language and Literature
Aash Min Shafak-He, Who Saw You, Lived
Thesis adviser: Ruth Ozeki

Prachi Adhikari
Quantitative Economics
Gendered Impacts of Climate Change on Labor Force Participation in India
Thesis adviser: Vis Taraz

Jessica Bonsu
Engineering Science
Computational and Experimental Protein Engineering for Targeted Drug Delivery
Thesis adviser: Sarah J. Moore

Halle E. Brown
Engineering Science
Analysis and Design of a Gimbaled Thrust Model Rocket
Thesis adviser: Paul Voss

Maeve Brenna Conway
Government
Irish American Identity and Its Fluidity: A Study in Culture, Politics and Its Evolution
Thesis adviser: Gregory White

Sam Krauss
Sociology
Oh Shit: Centering Nonbinary Voices in the Trans Bathroom Debate
Thesis adviser: Timothy Recuber

Emma Catherine Platte
History
The Jews of Kippenheim, Germany 1852–1940
Thesis adviser: Ernest J. Benz

Anna Elizabeth Tenerowicz
Biological Sciences
Differential Gene Expression of Transposable Elements in Ciliates
Thesis adviser: Laura A. Katz

Arianna Ratih Tidball
Biochemistry
Dopamine Production by Gut Bacteria and Its Role in the Progression of Parkinson’s Disease
Thesis adviser: David Bickar

Bella Tseeva
East Asian Languages and Cultures
Virtue and Talent: Can Women in Late Imperial China Have Both?
Thesis adviser: Sujane Wu

Sowon Yoon
History
The Dream of the Moon Rocket: The Glory and the Sorrow of Belonging to the Girls’ Culture, 1970 to 1990
Thesis advisers: Marnie Anderson and Jessica Dvorak Moyer

Yanwan Zhu
Linguistics
Perception of Mandarin Nasal Codas by Shanghainese-Mandarin Bilingual Listeners
Thesis advisers: Jill G. de Villiers and John Kingston (University of Massachusetts Amherst)

Jiwoo Seo
Engineering Science
Model of Undisturbed Ground Temperature in Northampton, Massachusetts
Thesis adviser: Denise McKahn

Faith Julianna Marie Wykle
Classics
Transgression, Impermanence and the Humanity Within Euripides’ Alcestis
Thesis adviser: Thalia Alexandra Pandiri
Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees with Latin Honors

**Summa cum laude**

Emma Isabel Atkinson
Audrey Margaret Bertin
Hallie Anne Brown
Gwendolyn Marzia Ellis
Daylin Elizabeth Gillentine
April Cayuga Hopcroft

Juliet Therese Jarrell
Jack Kendrick
Isabel Grace Montesanto
Natalie Lynne Najman
Urvi S. Savant

Madalyne May Troilo
Kerry Linda Walker
Katarina Feng Yuan
Yanwan Zhu
Anna James Zimmer

**Magna cum laude**

Isobel M. Abbot
Julia Helen Anderson
Imane Berrada
Isabella Pauline Brody-Calixto
Clara Anna-Christine Broekaert
Kaitlin Marie Ciurlle
Deirdre Austin Duquette

Amy Patricia Isabelle Hagen
Julia Kalinin Herzfeld
Sky Karp
Sara Ahsan Khan
Shannon Joy Lambert
Lydia Ysabel Quevedo

Callan Elizabeth Swaim-Fox
Iver Sadie Jane Warburton
Rowan Elizabeth Wheeler
Xian Ye
Chaia Yun Yodaiken
Jingwen Yuan

**Cum laude**

Sydney A. Abraham
Ji-Eun Alice Ahn
Julia Emmanuelle Alfiere
Katherine Emma Anderson
Caterina Pia Baffa
Selra Belay
Katherine Berry
Sarah Rose Billings
Olivia Jordan Brady
Clara Catherine Brill-Carlat
Camille Harker Butterfield
Ella Violet Huberman Carlson
Quinton Oliver Celuzza
Claire Chen
Jeanne Cho
Julia R. Clark
Adena Beth Collens
Charlotte B. Crandall
Elizabeth Eileen Cronin
Audrey Dawson
Faith Kathryn de Castro
Annie Aurora Dobroth
Ali Roshan Eshghi

Rachel Renee Estrera
Katherine Fleischer
Zell Mae Frantz
Jiaxin Fu
Karen J. Garcia
Claire Miller Gillespie
Lisa Louise Glenowicz
Aviva Rachel Green
Avery C. Hammond
Heather Cassidy Hannon
Olivia C. Hay-Rubin
Tzu-Chin Huang
Young Hwangbo
Molly Robbins Keller
Emma Irene Kremer Krasky
Storm Indigo Lewis
Hyla Maddalena
Anaís Ludmilla Main
Clara Rojan Malekshahi
Elizabeth Joanna Marathas
Lilian Rose McCarthy
Maevé Willow McCurdy
Madeline Grace Michels

Amy McCall Olson
Naomi K. Ostrikery
Claire Jieun Park
Maryanne Pasiewicz
Mayeline Maria Peña Cabrera
Isabel Inez Perez
Marcelina A. Przespolewska
Lauren V. Ramos
Chalyyssa Ejean Robinson
Ziheng Ru
Giovanna Syliva Sabini-Leite
Olivia Susan Sabini-Leite
Ayla Rose Say
Natalie Elizabeth Schmidt
Catherine Juliane Sensenig
Betemariam Sharew
Udeesha Sharma
Etty Singer
Paula Victoria Torré-Nieto
Icarus S Tyree
Kira Venables
Hannah R. Wang
Sarah Grace White
Selected Fellowships and Awards 2020–21

Beckman Scholarship
Zoe Katherine Gardner ’22
Elora Celine Greiner

Critical Language Scholarship
Emily Stanton Paule ’22
Beatrice Anne Weinand ’23

DAAD (Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst) Study Scholarship
Clara Jane Henderson ’20
Kerry Linda Walker

Fulbright Awards
Sakina Ali
Halle Rose Duckworth
Erin Francesca Magdalena Hanley ’19
Camryn Wootan McCarthy ’20
Lydia Yasbel Quevedo
Giovanna Sylvia Sabini-Leite
Iver Sadie Jane Warburton

Goldwater Scholarship
Ahlenne Lorrayn Abreu ’22

National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship
Marva Tariq

Rangel Fellowship
Idia Franca Irele ’16

TAPIF (Teaching Assistant Program in France)
Lillian Reed Beaubien
Rachel Renee Estrera
Emma Jane Fuchs
Aboni Y. Rosemond
Naomi Rosemond

Yenching Academy Fellowship
Bella Tseeva

Candidates for Baccalaureate Degrees Elected to the National Honor Societies

Zeta Chapter, Phi Beta Kappa

Elected 2021
Isobel M. Abbot
Sydney A. Abraham
Ji-Eun Alice Ahn
Julia Helen Anderson
Emma Isabel Atkinson
Imane Berrada
Katherine Berry
Audrey Margaret Bertin
Sarah Rose Billings
Olivia Jordan Brady
Isabella Pauline Brody-Calixto
Clara Anna-Christine Broekaert
Hallie Anne Brown
Quinton Oliver Celuzza
Kaitlin Marie Ciurleto
Audrey Dawson
Deirdre Austin Duquette
Gwendolyn Marzia Ellis
Rachel Renee Estrera
Daylin Elizabeth Gillentine

Amy Patricia Isabelle Hagen
Olivia C. Hay-Rubin
Julia Kalinin Herzfeld
April Cayuga Hopcroft
Juliet Therese Jarrell
Sky Karp
Jack Kendrick
Sara Ahsan Khan
Emma Irene Kremer Krasky
Shannon Joy Lambert
Kira Anne Leinwand
Bridget Ophelia MacNeill
Hyla Maddalena
Clara Rojan Malekshahi
Lillian Rose McCarthy
Isabel Grace Montesanto
Natalie Lynne Najman
Amy McColl Olson
Anna Elaine Rogers Pearson
Lydia Yasbel Quevedo
Chalyssa Ejean Robinson

Ziheng Ru
Urvi S. Savant
Natalie Elizabeth Schmidt
Catherine Juliane Sensenig
Caitlin Ong Shu-Zhen
Callan Elizabeth Swaim-Fox
Paula Victoria Torrê-Nieto
Madalyne May Troilo
Kerry Linda Walker
Hannah R. Wang
Iver Sadie Jane Warburton
Rowan Elizabeth Wheeler
Xian Ye
Chaia Yun Yodaiken
Jingwen Yuan
Katarina Feng Yuan
Yanwan Zhu
Anna James Zimmer
Delta Phi Alpha, Lambda Rho Chapter

Mu Sigma Rho

Nu Rho Psi

Smith Chapter of Psi Chi

Pi Sigma Alpha, Alpha Zeta Lambda Chapter
Society of Sigma Xi

Elected Sigma Xi 2020
Isabel Louise Ahlstrom
Amelia Rose Eigerman
Yining Hua

Elected Sigma Xi 2021
Aysha Afzal
Allison Ahern
Sakina Ali
Auden Pendar Balouch
Ximena Araceli Barrutia
Marie Bermudez
Audrey Margaret Bertin
Sarah Rose Billings
Jessica Bonsu
Samantha Kaur Brand
Clara Catherine Brill-Carlat
Quinton Oliver Celuzza
Julia R. Clark
Adena Beth Collens
Keilen Eidalith Costilla Martinez
Yilin Cui
Basira Daqiq
Victoria Eileen Devlin McLoughlin
Annie Aurora Dobroth
Rachel Renee Estrera
Yacine Diama Fall
Elora Celine Greiner
Amy Patricia Isabelle Hagen
Heather Cassidy Hannon
Lucy Hansen
Julia Kalinin Herzfeld
Jack Kendrick
Claire Kim
Eleonore Elisabeth Kugener
Chhiring Yangjen Lama
Yuxin Lan
Alexia Paige Leeser
Sophie Milan Li
Clara Rojan Malekshahi
Esmeralda Mendoza
Ursula Passos Rodrigues Miguel
Janeth Mora-Martinez
Victoire Raissa MugabeKazi
Rachael Michelle Newhall
Amarachi V. Okorom
Naomi K. Ostriker
Claire Jieun Park
Anna Elaine Rogers Pearson
Hannah M. Polokoff

Tau Beta Kappa

Olivia Jordan Brady
Julia R. Clark
Ali Roshan Eshghi
Katherine Emma Fairbank

Karena J. Garcia
Barbara Michelle Garrison
Claire Miller Gillespie
Elizabeth Cheryl Klatt

Winnie Njeri Mbugua
Kit McLewee

Auxenia Grace Privett-Mendoza
Mae Lan Pryor
Kiara Ramirez
Dahlia Alicia Rodriguez
Giovanna Sylvia Sabini-Leite
Paige E. Salters
Urvi S. Savant
Ayla Rose Say
Jiwoo Seo
Talia Justine Sleshaiah
Katelyn Rose Smalley
Stormi Giovanni Smith
Hannah Marie Snell
Jordan Stauduhar
Marva Tariq
Anna Elizabeth Tenerowicz
Cheyanne Walker-Williams
Hannah R. Wang
Iver Sadie Jane Warburton
Quincy Webb
Aminah Mariyah Williams
Jingwen Yuan
Ying Tong Yue
Ivy Day Exercises

Ivy Day has been a Smith tradition for more than a century. The class of 1884 was the first to plant ivy as part of the ceremonies leading to their graduation, thus providing the day with its name. In early years, a speech was customarily delivered by a member of the graduating class.

Ivy has been planted every year since 1884 at various locations on campus. The spot was traditionally marked by carving the class year into the stone foundation of the building, as can be seen on Seelye Hall. In recent years, a ceremonial ivy has been planted on Ivy Day, and a plaque with the class year has later been placed next to the newly growing vine.

Ivy Day Awards Convocation

A convocation has been part of Commencement since 1879. Its original format included the daily chapel followed by a special address by the president to conclude the academic year. Over the years, this event has at different times included recognition of retiring faculty members, announcements of student prizes, gifts to the college made by reunion classes and descriptions of the goals of the college. It eventually became the Ivy Day Awards Convocation, devoted to recognizing those receiving academic awards, honors and prizes from the college and The Smith Fund.